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 __________________________ 
 

It's one of those days 
With the kind of beauty that could break 

It's one of those days 
Of crystal I would drink 

If I could find a way 
To encapsulate the beauty pouring through it all 

 
I'd have a way to bring love to everything 
I'd have a way to bring love to everyday 
I'd have a way to bring love to all things 

 
And it's one of those days 

Like a child gazing grace into your face 
It's one of those days 

That touches the horizon 
It's one of those days 

That in-spite of everything 
Hears you saying 

 
I wanna find a way to bring love to everything 
I wanna find a way to bring love to everyday 
I wanna find a way to bring love to all things 

 
And the sky's so bright 

It's just like seeing with new eyes 
All thoughts confined to darkness 

Love has tossed aside 
Just being alive can feel like flying sometimes 

Sometimes 
 



And it's one of those days 
That lifts old doldrum from his grave 

It's one of those days 
That blows a kiss in cynic’s face 

It's one of those days that 
In spite of everything 

Hears you saying 
 

I wanna find a way to bring love to everything 
I wanna find a way to bring love to everyday 
I wanna find a way to bring love to all things 

 
And the sky's so bright 

It's just like seeing with new eyes 
All thoughts confined to darkness 

Love has tossed aside 
Just being alive can feel like flying sometimes 

Sometimes 
Sometimes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Beyond 

By Séamus Maynard 
___________________________ 

 

On beyond the limits of this world 

We may find ourselves living in a song 

On and on past the prisons of this world that we create  

We may find it rising in us like the dawn 

 

From far beyond 

Love’s song calls softly  

Calls upon us all to wake 

 

On beyond empty reaches of this world 

We may find ourselves reflected in the stars 

On and on from distant heights through earthly strife  

We may find aligning in us who we are 

 

From far beyond 

Love’s song calls softly  

Calls upon us all to wake  

 


